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Here's a summary of our hour and ten minutes in the library today. We had a good turnout
of about 30 students, staff and faculty, and set up the loudest "readings" the library has
ever experienced, complete with video projection and subwoofer.

I started the session addressing our place of fear, dislocation and disequilibrium in a post-
9/11-world of “Vertigo.” The hope in such a hopeless context: a simple image of “Jesus
'round her neck” and love that teaches us how to kneel. We watched the music video (one
of the few U2 music vid’s that does a good job at moving past performance to more of a
concept) which helps focus the image of spinning wildly out of control. I live in a place
called vertigo but still manage to find hope and peace through the noise. One of my
favorite lines in the song is the Edge’s, “donde esta?” So, “where are you?”

Jessica (FPU student) next led us in a discussion of “Sunday, Bloody Sunday.” She
articulately spoke to two bloody Sundays in Ireland’s recent history (January 30, 1972,
Derry, Northern Ireland, and November 21, 1920, Dublin, Republic of Ireland) and then
juxtapositioned this with the message of Easter Sunday. A quote from Bono demonstrated
his desire to contrast the image of Christ’s bloody Sunday, a violent day that ushered in
an era of love through the sacrificial work of the cross, and the killings that were so
typical of the Protestant/Catholic conflict in Ireland. We heard the message loud and
clear: religion can be the enemy of God. We watched the Rattle & Hum footage of the
song to wrap up this presentation.

Dr. Mark Baker (Mennonite Brethren Biblical Seminary) picked up the theme of violence
in a fallen world by examining the phrase “we run into the arms of America” from “Bullet
the Blue Sky.” Mark brought clarity to the U.S. backed violence of the 80s in El Salvador
and related his experience of living there and walking through a “scorched earth” village
that had been indiscriminately bombed and burned by the government. With passion he
then relayed his experience in hearing the song live on the Joshua Tree tour in New
Jersey. Anybody who saw that tour knows that, in their naiveté, the crowd gleefully and
approvingly cheered as Bono ended “Bullet” with “… the arms of America.” Mark
remembers crying… a much more appropriate response. We watched “Bullet” from the
Rattle & Hum DVD.

Hector (FPU student) took the discussion and led us into a very different place with
“Beautiful Day.” With conviction he highlighted the theme of being stuck, hopeless and
alone. But then he brought us the good news of rebirth, redemption and celebration – “It’s
a beautiful day / don’t let it get away!” He spoke of the heart that blooms and shoots up
from something that seems so lifeless, and took us to John 12:23-26, “unless a kernel of
wheat falls to the ground and dies….” It was a joyful release to watch “Beautiful Day”
from the Boston Elevation tour. We should have been dancin’….



Caitlyn (FPU student) followed the beautiful day with an apocalyptic hope, as she spoke
of the group’s, and specifically Bono and Ali’s, heart for Africa. Caitlyn set the context
for the Hewsons’ first visit to Africa in the 80s by reading a couple of excerpts from the
“Bono Bible” (Bono: In Conversation with…). She spoke of a consuming passion for the
poor, neglected and forgotten people that were swept away by a tide of famine, disease
and poverty, living in dismissed and unseen places where the streets literally had no
names. And then she reminded us of the eschatological hope that one day we will live in a
heavenly place where, too, the streets will have no names – there won’t be any status or
prestige of location, position or social ranking. Heaven will be the great equalizer, but in
the meantime we must be the voice of the voiceless. What could we do after that
challenge other than to watch “Pride” and “Streets” from the Chicago Vertigo tour? We
should have been dancin’….

I wrapped up our time by saying a few words about one of the most theologically
intentional songs, “Yahweh.” This is a song that has actually become quite meaningful in
worship at my church. It’s a song that addresses themes of worship, ethics, justice,
righteousness, creation – a truly prophetic piece. It provides a wonderful bookend to
“Vertigo.” How does one find a place in world of fear and disequilibrium? What will love
teach us? Donde esta? I hear in this song, the last song on the first album released after
9/11, that the answers to these questions can only be found in a broken heart. The band
led us in worship as we watched “Yahweh” from the Chicago show.
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